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Learn how to incorporate the NASA sponsored Global Learning and Observations 
to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) Program into your elementary curriculum.

This session will help connect teachers to interact with the broader scientific 
community by introducing them to the NASA sponsored Global Learning and 
Observations to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) Program. Teachers will go 
through hands-on science activities that demonstrate real-world science. Many of 
the activities presented encourage outdoor learning, such as collecting weather 
data similar to the data an atmospheric scientist would collect. Discussion of the 
GLOBE Data Entry tool will provide opportunities for data collected by students to 
be used by NASA scientists. The activities included in this presentation will not 
only support and encourage students in developing science and engineering 
practices such as asking questions, collecting and interpreting data, but they also 
incorporate a number of interdisciplinary core ideas within the science lesson. In 
addition to the science activities and data collection, a number of literacy 
connections will be explored during the presentation. Participants will leave the 
session with ready-to-use resources, classroom vetted lessons, and the 
understanding of how the GLOBE program supports three-dimensional teaching 
and learning



What and Why STEM



What and Why STEM

In the U.S., median earnings for STEM jobs are nearly $40 per hour compared 
with just over $19 per hour for all other jobs (“Education Commission of the 
States”). 

STEM education... “starts as early as preschool, is culturally responsive, employs 
problem/project/inquiry-based approaches, and engages students in hands-on 
activities that offer opportunities to interact with STEM professionals” (U.S. 
Department of Education, 2016). 



How does STEM fit in the elementary classroom?

Start with literacy which leads to Science which needs Math, both of 

which requires Technology. Knowing the STM, we can apply it to Engineering. 

Elementary GLOBE is designed to introduce students in grades K-4 to the study of 

Earth system science.

The Teacher Implementation Guide provides an overview of Elementary GLOBE, the connections that the 
curriculum makes to literacy, the use of science journals, elementary science inquiry, standards alignment, and 

connections to other parts of elementary curriculum.





















How does STEM fit in the elementary classroom?

Start with literacy which leads to Science which needs Math, both of 

which requires Technology. Knowing the STM, we can apply it to Engineering. 

What science can we study from the 
book Discoveries at Willow Creek? 

Temperature

Water flow rateInsects

Seasons Trees (plants)



How does STEM fit in the elementary classroom?

Start with literacy which leads to Science which needs Math, both of 

which requires Technology. Knowing the STM, we can apply it to Engineering. 

What math will we need to know to be 
able to study the science?

Measurement Graphing Counting

Distance Time Temperature



How does STEM fit in the elementary classroom?

Start with literacy which leads to Science which needs Math, both of 

which requires Technology. Knowing the STM, we can apply it to Engineering. 

What are some ways you 
have used graphs
in your classroom?



Jobs list

Chef - helps with lunch count and snack time
Zookeeper - feeds the fish and worms
Gardener - waters the plants
Safety Officer - the end of the line (they have to make sure the 
rest of the kids are "safe" and don't get lost on the way to special 
and lunch)
Engineer - line leader
Banker - passes out our classroom bucks and helps remove bucks 
from our pockets after we have banked them each day
Mail Carrier - delivers things and people to the office and nurse
Trash collector - passes out a trash buckets and empties them 
after projects
Librarian - helps straighten the class library and helps during 
library time
Office Manager - is the teacher helper, passes out papers, etc.
Safety Officer - holds the door open for us on the way to recess
Electrician - turns the lights on and off
Meteorologist - Records daily temperature 

The kids who do not have jobs at this time are on "vacation" (which 
they don't like!) 



How does STEM fit in the elementary classroom?

Start with literacy which leads to Science which needs Math, both of 

which requires Technology. Knowing the STM, we can apply it to Engineering. 



Which of the graphs 
represent the June weather 
data from the table below?



Purpose 
To practice making standard and non-standard measurements. • To learn the 
purpose of making linear measurements and how to apply them to scientific 
investigations. 

Overview 
Students will use various objects in the classroom to experiment with 
nonstandard measurement. They will make estimates and test these out. Then, 
working in pairs or small groups, students will use a ruler or a measuring tape to 
become familiar with how to use these tools for standard linear measurement.

GLOBE activity: Measure Up 



How does STEM fit in the elementary classroom?

Start with literacy which leads to Science 

which needs Math, both of which 

requires Technology. Knowing the STM, we can 
apply it to Engineering. 

Estimation activity: 
Estimating Cloud Cover



How does STEM fit in the elementary classroom?

Start with literacy which leads to Science which needs Math, both of which 
requires Technology. Knowing the STM, we can apply it to Engineering. 







Start with literacy which leads to Science which needs Math, both of which requires 

Technology. Knowing the STM, we can apply it to Engineering. 

DEFINE: What is the problem? What are the criteria? Who is the client ? Who is the end user ?
 
LEARN: Learn about the science and mathematics skills, knowledge and tools that will help you 
solve the problem. 

PLAN: Brainstorm many ideas before deciding which one to try. Make sure your design plan: 
1) clearly communicates your idea 
(2) includes some of the following information : measurements, materials, colors, how 
things fit together, and the order in which things should be done.
3) meets the criteria and constraints as best as possible. It is okay to go back and learn 
something new before finishing a plan.. 

TRY: Use your plan to create a prototype or a process. 

TEST: Conduct fair tests to see if your plan is a good solution for the problem. Use mathematics 
to make sense of the data you collect. 

DECIDE: Use the test results to make decisions about the solution. 

COMMUNICATION/TEAMWORK: Clearly communicate your solution to the client. 



How does STEM fit in the elementary classroom?

Start with literacy which 
leads to Science which 

needs Math, both of 
which requires 

Technology. Knowing the 

STM, we can 
apply it to 

Engineering. 



The Read Aloud

https://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-globe 

https://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-globe


https://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-globe

https://www.globe.gov/web/elementary-globe




































What is a cloud? 

Can you make one in a bottle?



Back to the app...

Estimating cloud cover. 



Cloud types



Aerosols 


